Appendix
APPENDIX - I

IMPORTANT EVENTS IN THE LIFE OF G.K. CHESTERTON

1874, 29th March - Chesterton was born at Kensington, on Campden Hill.

1883 - Attends St. Paul's School.

1889 (around) - Meets E.C. Bentley.

1890 - Meets Lucian Oldershaw.

1891 - The formation of the Junior Debating Club (JDC).

1893 - Attends Slade School.


1900 - Meets Hilaire Belloc.

1900 - Publishes first Saturday essay in The Daily News.

1901 - Marries Frances Blogg.

1904 - Meets Father O'Connor.

1909 - Beaconsfield becomes permanent residence.

1911 - First set of Father Brown Stories published.

1912 - Cecil Chesterton gets involved in the Marconi Affair.

1914 - Suffers an illness, a kind of dropsy.

1918 - Cecil dies.

1920 - Visits the USA.

1921 - Elected as the President of Dickens Society.
1922 - 29 - Visits Holland, Palestine, Poland, Italy, Spain. In Rome, he meets Pope Pius XI and Mussolini.

1932 - Elected I President of the Detection Club.

1932 - Begins a series of talks in BBC.

1936, 14th June - Dies.